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Abstract
The mountainous region in the north of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Oman features intermittent streams
called wadis which are generally dry but flow seasonally or temporarily. This region is characterized by high peaks and
carbonate rocks. The main objective of the present study is to identify drainage network types for fifteen wadis in this
northern region of the UAE and Oman. The slope of preexisting surfaces (preexisting slope) is also estimated to determine
whether the preexisting slope affects the development of wadi networks. Drainage network types are determined by
using three scaling-invariance measures: the drainage area increments, the channel course irregularity, and the tributary
junction angle. The slope of preexisting surfaces is estimated based on small drainage areas and Laplace curvatures
that are close to zero. In this study, thirteen wadis are classified as rectangular networks and two wadis are classified as
parallel networks. Parallel networks are found to occur on steep preexisting slopes similarly to other regions in the world.
Rectangular networks are also found to develop on steep preexisting slopes, whereas in other locations, such as in the
USA, the same network type occurs on gentle preexisting slopes. This indicates that the development of rectangular
networks in the region may be unaffected by preexisting slopes.

Keywords: Intermittent stream; Preexisting slope; Parallel network;
Rectangular network; Wadi network types; Wadi

Introduction
The United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Oman are located in the
northeastern part of the Arabian Peninsula between longitudes 51° and
60° E and latitudes 16° and 28° N. The climate of the countries features
extremely hot and dry conditions. In the UAE, the average temperature
is 40°C during the summer season and 25°C during the winter season
[1,2], and the mean annual precipitation is about 78 mm ranging
from 40 mm in the southern regions to 160 mm in the northeastern
mountains [3,4]. In Oman, temperatures reach about 50°C during the
summer season, and the mean annual precipitation ranges from 75 mm
in the lowlands to 300 mm in the mountains [5]. The geomorphologic
characteristics of the countries consist of sand dunes, gravel plains,
coastal zones, and mountains [1,6,7].
The region of study is bordered by the UAE to the west, Oman
to the south, the Gulf of Oman to the east and the Hormuz strait to
the north. This region includes a mountain range that is located at the
northern tip of the Arabian Peninsula. The geology of the mountainous
region is very complex with steep gradients [8]. The annual rainfall in
this mountainous area is higher than the desert and coastal regions.
Rainfall events generate intermittent streams called wadis which
temporarily flow in the usually dry streambeds for only some weeks or
months annually [9]. The wadi network is shaped by the surrounding
cliffs which form the highest peaks of the mountain range in the region
[6]. Figure 1 shows the location of the study area based on a Shadedrelief map indicating the direction that a mountain slope faces in the
UAE and Oman.
The characteristics of river networks depend on existing regional
climatic and physiographic conditions when they develop. Among
various network types, dendritic networks are tree-like with a wide
network shape consisting of meandering channel courses and
tributaries that join at moderately acute junction angles [10,11].
Dendritic networks are commonly generated by erosion processes
on soft rocks with gentle regional slopes. Parallel networks are
characterized by narrow network shape, straight channel courses and
tributaries that merge at more acute junction angles [10,12,13]. Parallel
networks generally occur on topographic surfaces characterized
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by high gradients. Rectangular networks consist of channel course
irregularities that are primarily occurring at a large number of right
angle bends and tributaries that sometimes join at nearly right angles
[11,12]. Rectangular networks are created by superimposition on rock
fracturing and intersecting faults. All these patterns develop also on
inherited landscapes. Figure 2 mainly shows examples of dendritic
networks (Figure 2a), parallel networks (Figure 2b), and rectangular
networks (Figure 2c).
Due to the different properties of networks and their impact on
the hydrologic regime, a number of studies were carried out in the
literature to develop quantitative methodologies for the identification
and characterization of drainage networks. Argialas et al. [14]
presented a drainage network classification system using third-order
channel networks to determine river network types. Ichoku and
Chorowicz [15] used the digital elevation models (DEMs) to propose
a classification system based on sixteen characteristics of networks.
Mejia and Niemann [16] proposed a classification derived from scaling
invariance by investigating fifty channel networks to characterize five
network types including dendritic, parallel, and rectangular patterns.
More recently, Kim and Jung [17] analyzed geometric features for
drainage structures based on the fractal dimension of river networks.
Several quantitative studies have also sought to assess conditions
which affect the development of different channel networks. It has been
observed that dendritic networks occur in regions with little geological
constraints and gentle topographic slopes, while parallel networks
mainly occur in regions with steep topographic slopes by forming
parallel paths [10-13,18]. In a more recent study, Jung et al. [19] used
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networks in non-arid regions, the analysis of river networks was not
conducted in arid and semi-arid regions in detail. Specifically, there
is no study for the discrimination of drainage network types in the
mountainous region of the Arabian Peninsula characterized by arid
and semi-arid environments. It is also not clear under which conditions
channel networks develop in the Arabian Peninsula.

Figure 1: Location of the study area, represented by the red box, in the UAE
and Oman. The figure on the left represents a Shaded-relief map indicating the
direction to which a mountain slope faces. The study region is located between
longitudes 55°57’14” and 56°33’15” E and latitudes 25°5’10” and 26°25’16” N.

Figure 2: Three different drainage networks extracted from DEMs (a) Walker
creek in Tennessee, USA, mainly showing a dendritic pattern, (b) Brundage
Canyon in Utah, USA, a parallel pattern, and (c) Wadi Sal al a’la in Oman
rectangular one. The black dot indicates the outlet of each basin.

The objectives of the present work are to distinguish between the
different wadi network types in the UAE and Oman and to identify
whether the slope of preexisting surfaces might affect the development
of these wadis. The preexisting slope can affect the occurrence of
different channel networks such as parallel or other related networks
[19]. Based on the analysis of drainage networks, river network
characteristics can be properly used in hydrological applications and in
water resources management. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows: section 2 contains the discussion of methodologies used in
the analysis. In section 3, we describe the data set used in the study.
In section 4, the results of the analysis are presented. Finally, the
conclusions and recommendations are presented in section 5.

Methodology
Calculation of the slope of preexisting surfaces
The process to determine the slope of preexisting surfaces follows the
method described in Jung et al. [19] to identify whether the preexisting
slope influences the development of wadi networks. Preexisting
surfaces considered to be relatively unaffected by the modern evolution
of landscape are estimated based on two important thresholds. For
the first threshold, the smallest drainage area of a channel network is
used to determine channel head locations of hillslopes and to avoid
points eroded by fluvial behavior. Discrimination between hillslopes
and channels in drainage networks is performed based on a plot of
the average slope versus the drainage area using a reverse point from
positive representing hillslopes to negative indicating channels. Then,
the Laplace curvature as the second threshold is calculated to identify
preexisting surfaces using the following equation:

=
k f xx + f yy

				

(1)

the slopes of the preexisting surfaces (preexisting slopes) that are
unaffected by the current evolution of hillslope and fluvial processes to
evaluate the conditions under which different network types develop,
based on river networks in the USA. They determined that parallel
networks develop on steep preexisting slopes, whereas dendritic
networks develop on gentle preexisting slopes. Rectangular networks
are found in regions with the presence of cliffs, joints, or faults which
meet at right angles [11,12].

Where f xx and f yy indicate the second-order derivatives of
elevations for the directions of x and y in a basin of interest [27,28].
When modeling Laplace curvature, Evans [29] and Mitášová and
Hofierka [28] indicated that a large concave-up curvature or a negative
curvature is considered to be correlated with locations that fall within
the valley network. A convex-up or a positive curvature, on the other
hand, is considered to be associated with smooth regions produced by
hillslope processes.

The analysis of drainage networks plays a significant role in
the management of water resources as network characteristics are
directly linked to the hydrologic processes taking place at the basin
scale. Channel networks were shown to have implications on the
downstream conveyance of water and sediments which are important
for the design and construction of hydraulic structures [20], and
sediments significantly affect the capacity of hydraulic structures with
water flows [21,22]. River networks with their features such as basin
area, main channel length, and mean basin slope have been widely
used for hydrological applications including regional flood and lowflow frequency analysis [23-26]. Regional frequency analysis is used
in the field of hydrology to transfer information from gauged stations
to locations where little or no data are available, and in the design of
hydraulic structures such as dams, reservoirs and control structures.

In this study, the values of thresholds for the curvature are revised,
because no preexisting surfaces in wadis are observed when the
thresholds of Jung et al. [19] are used. In the following, the thresholds of
Jung et al. [19] are shown in parentheses next to the thresholds used in
this study. In the region of study, one can expect that a point is eroded
by evolution processes of landscape when the curvature of a point is
below a threshold of -0.006/m (-0.0008/m). Scattered individual points
are excluded by using another threshold of -0.0062/m (-0.001/m). Also,
if the curvature exceeds a threshold of 0.006/m (0.0008/m) a point is
expected to be eroded by hill slope processes, and scattered individual
points are excluded if the curvature of any adjacent neighbor exceeds
a threshold of 0.0062/m (0.001/m). If a given point is not identified
by any of these thresholds, the point can be regarded as a part of the
preexisting surfaces. Once the preexisting surfaces are determined, the
average slope is calculated between each grid cell and its downstream
neighbor in the preexisting surfaces. Due to the values of the thresholds

Although significant efforts have been made to investigate drainage
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which are close to zero, the resulting slopes of each grid cell between
adjacent points will not be large. Note that the process for identification
of preexisting surfaces is scale dependent as it depends on curvature
calculation that is based on the resolution of the DEM data. Grid cells
that are too large may neglect significant topographic features while
grid cells that are too small may include irrelevant topographic features.

Determination of drainage network type
Several authors have investigated river basin morphology [30-32]
and fractal river basins [33-35] to understand the river network system.
In this study, the analysis of wadi networks based on fractal geometry
is conducted to classify drainage network types in the UAE and Oman
by using three measures of scaling invariance. Mejia and Niemann [16]
proposed the use of measures based on the variation of the network
geometry from a self-similar condition to a self-affine condition. In
the self-similar condition, the horizontal characteristics of a subbasin
seem to be statistically similar to the same properties of a large basin
when the subbasin is isotropically rescaled. On the other hand, in the
self-affine condition, the horizontal features of a subbasin tend to be
statistically similar to the same properties of a large basin when the
subbasin is anisotropically rescaled. If the self-affine condition applies,
we can write

ζ  ( L) =d r −1ζ  (rL) 				

(2)

ζ ⊥ ( L) =d r − H ζ ⊥ (rL) 				

(3)

Where L indicates the Euclidean distance. In this study, the
Euclidean distance is linearly estimated from the outlet of a subbasin to
the mainstream source of the network. This mainstream can be defined
from the tributary of the larger drainage area at any junction in the
network. The symbol r means a rescaling factor in any given positive
number, and the symbol = d stands for equality in distributions of
both sides of the equations. A linear distance measured parallel to the
longitudinal axis is denoted by ζ  ( L) and a linear distance measured
perpendicular to ζ  ( L) is expressed by ζ ⊥ ( L) . The self-affine parameter
(Hurst exponent) is denoted by H indicating the degree of anisotropy
in the scaling condition. If H is equal to the value of 1, the self-similar
condition holds. Based on the self-affine condition, three measures can
be derived for classification of river networks.
The first measure is the incremental accumulation of
drainage area. It is used to determine drainage network types of wadis.
In this measure, if self-similarity holds in the horizontal characteristic
of basin area A, the dimension of the channel network feature is equal
to the value of 2. Thus, one can write

A(L) =d r −2 A(rL) 				

(4)

Based on the equation (4), a point between the basin outlet and its
mainstream source is determined and an upstream point defined as
L − bL , where b is a constant factor, is identified using the Euclidean
distance. The difference in the incremental areas between these
two points can be denoted as ∆A bL ( L) . If the self-similar condition
holds, the probability distribution of ∆A bL ( L) / L2 is considered to be
independent of L for a fixed value of b and a stationary process can
be observed in a plot of ∆A bL ( L) / L2 versus L. On the other hand, if
the self-affine condition holds for a given basin, the plot produces a
constant slope which implies the Hurst exponent. The constant b is a
critical factor to define the scale of the measure of the drainage area
increment. One can observe that the range of drainage sizes in the
plot decreases when the constant b becomes large. This is because the
upstream point of the basin indicates a hillslope grid cell instead of a
fluvial grid cell. If the constant b becomes small, one can identify that
J Civil Environ Eng
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the grid resolution affects the results of the measure of the drainage
area increment since the segments only have a small number of grid
cells. This behavior is observed in the region of this study. The value of
b = 0.2 is assigned to the increment of the drainage area on the basis of
the analysis of Mejia and Niemann [16].
Stream course irregularity is applied to wadi networks for the
identification of network types as the second measure. To estimate
channel course irregularity, we determine a point defined by the
Euclidean distance L ranging from a mainstream source to its outlet
and another point defined by the distance L − L ranging from the
source of an associated upstream location to the outlet. Then, the
standard deviation of the lengths of channel courses is calculated
between these two points by measuring a direction which is vertical
to the longitudinal axis of a subbasin for the second measure. The
corresponding equation is written as:

σb ( L) =d r −1σbL (rL) 				

(5)

Where σ b ( L) indicates the standard deviation of the lengths of
the river courses. The distribution of σbL ( L) / L is independent of L
when self-similarity holds so that a plot of σbL ( L) / L versus L can
be stationary. This plot also produces a slope to estimate the Hurst
exponent if the self-affine condition holds. The constant b is found to
be 0.4 for the measure of the stream course irregularity as in Mejia and
Niemann [16].
The third measure is based on the angles identified from any
location of the channels that merge junctions of two tributaries. For
the first tributary, one can use the chord between the junction and
a location formed by a distance bL upstream from the junction on
the larger tributary with the Euclidean distance L calculated from the
mainstream source of the larger tributary. For the secondary tributary,
one can employ the chord between the junction and a location formed
by a distance bLs upstream from the junction on the smaller tributary
with the Euclidean distance Ls calculated from the mainstream source
of the smaller tributary. If the self-similar condition holds, we have:

ψ b ,b (L) =d ψ rb ,rb (rL) 				

(6)

In this equation, the subscript of ψ represents an important factor that is
required to control the chord lengths in measuring the junction angle between
the first and secondary tributaries. The angle is defined as the tributary junction
angle which is described by ψ bL ,bLs ( L) . The distribution of ψ bL ,bLs ( L)
is independent of L if the self-similar condition holds. However, due
to the process of measuring ψ bL ,bLs ( L) , a slope in the plot ψ bL ,bLs ( L)
versus L is not directly associated with the Hurst exponent and the slope
does not produce the Hurst exponent. The value b = 0.1 is selected as
measure of the tributary junction angle based on the analysis of Mejia
and Niemann [16].

Data set
Fifteen wadis are randomly chosen by using Google Earth with a
topographical map including the coordinates and contour lines to be
classified into drainage network types in the mountainous region of
northeastern UAE and northern Oman. Figure 3 shows all fifteen wadi
basins in the region of study. Ten wadis are located in the UAE and five
wadis are located in Oman.
The selected wadis located in the north of the Ru’us al-jibal region,
which is the mountainous Musandam peninsular in the UAE and
Oman, feature the thick sequences of carbonate rocks and high peaks
[36]. The distinctive geology of the area is the product of the regional
uplift driven by plate tectonics and erosion proceeded by alternation of
cutting and filling under arid and semi-arid conditions. To analyze the
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Results and Discussions
Preexisting surface slope
The average slopes of preexisting surfaces for the fifteen wadis are
estimated to assess the dependence of wadi networks on the preexisting
slope when the wadi networks develop. Figure 4 presents an example
of preexisting surfaces for the basin of Wadi Siji in the UAE. The
proportion of preexisting surfaces in the wadi represents 1.30% of the
whole basin area and the preexisting slope is 8.44%.

Figure 3: The 15 wadi basins selected for the study in the mountainous
region of the UAE and northern Oman.

Table 2 presents the preexisting slopes of the fifteen wadis, the
drainage area thresholds and the drainage network types which are
identified by using the three measures described in the methodology
section. The preexisting slopes of wadis classified as rectangular networks
range between 6.83% and 15.26% with an average of 12.01%. The
preexisting slopes of wadis classified as parallel network range between
8.47% and 11.31% with an average of 9.89%. However, rectangular
networks in non-arid regions of the USA identified by Zernitz [12]
and Mejia and Niemann [16] feature an average preexisting slope of
2.70% which is considerably smaller than the observed average slope
of the same network type in the present study area. It is probable that
regional climatic and geographic characteristics lead to these different
preexisting slopes and the result indicates that the development of
rectangular networks may not be dependent on preexisting slopes.
The wadi networks representing rectangular networks in the UAE and
Oman might be developed by processes of erosion of the mountains
and deposition of gravels proceeded by climate conditions. Climate
conditions have an effect on the characteristics of wadi networks
because erosion and deposition processes highly increase in wet climate
conditions [36]. On the other hand, the development of rectangular
networks in the USA is conditioned by the right-angled joining or
faulting of rocks, and the rectangular networks are characterized by
right-angled bends in the main stream and its tributaries [12]. The
steep preexisting slopes of wadis representing parallel networks seem
to be consistent with the preexisting slopes of parallel networks in other
regions [19].

Classification of wadi network types

wadis, DEMs with approximately 30 m grid cells are acquired from the
Global DEM derived from the data of Advanced Spaceborne Thermal
Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) satellite. A resolution of
30 m is used in this study as it is the most common grid cell size for the
earth surface analysis. Note that Mejia and Niemann [16] determined
no influence in employing different resolutions for their analysis. The
boundaries of the region analyzed in this study are as follows: at the
North: 26.414023°, South: 25.0779013°, West: 55.968758°, and East:
56.570429°. In this region, the drainage networks of the watersheds
were determined by calculating the flow directions and summing up
the total areas draining through each grid cell based on the DEMs.
Table 1 shows the basin sizes and the coordinates of the wadis analyzed in
the study. Basin sizes range from 8.43 to 197.65 km2 for the fifteen wadis.

To classify drainage network types for the selected fifteen wadis,
three measures derived from scaling invariance are used and the first
measure is the drainage area increments. This measure is estimated
for all locations in each wadi, and the results are sorted along with

Al Mawrid, UAE

25°24’31.23” N, 56°6’13.24” E

8.43

Once drainage network types are identified for the fifteen wadis
in the UAE and Oman, river networks in other regions having the
same pattern as the wadis are analyzed by providing the preexisting
slope to identify whether the preexisting slope has an impact on the
development of wadi networks. The river networks used to compare
the preexisting slope were classified in the previous studies [16,19]. The
DEMs characterized by the horizontal resolution of 1 arc-second with
approximate 30 m grid cells for the river networks are obtained from
the Seamless Data Distribution System (SDDS) of the United State
Geological Survey (USGS).

Al Fara, UAE

25°17’52.84” N, 56°7’26.44” E

63.66
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Wadi name

Latitude and longitude of outlet
in degrees, Minutes, Seconds

Basin area (km2 )

Khassab, Oman

26°5’25.00” N, 56°15’28.00” E

197.65

Sal al a’la, Oman

26°6’13.59” N, 56°15’4.42” E

46.74

Bih, Oman

25°43’45.87” N, 56°16’2.92” E

Madhah trib. 1, Oman 25°16’47.17” N, 56°19’38.29” E

44.13
80.13

Madhah trib. 2, Oman 25°22’55.24” N, 56°18’7.56” E

101.17

Asimah, UAE

13.11

25°23’44.28” N, 56°8’35.31” E

Ghalilah, UAE

25°58’28.60” N, 56°5’56.81” E

51.16

Ham, UAE

25°13’54.86” N, 56°12’4.99” E

52.58

Siji, UAE

25°13’24.69” N, 56°8’51.24” E

63.66

Farfar, UAE

25°11’50.19” N, 56°8’23.80” E

19.32

Hayl, UAE

25°9’46.84” N, 56°5’13.57” E

89.33

Tayyibah, UAE

25°28’43.47” N, 56°11’16.46” E

60.42

Sanaa, UAE

25°26’49.59” N, 56°7’36.72” E

13.57

Table 1: The 15 wadis analyzed in the study with outlet locations and basin
sizes.
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parallel networks (self-affine networks) are located below the horizontal
line with Hurst exponent values ranging between 0.74 and 0.83 and
an average Hurst exponent of 0.79. The results are consistent with the
previous study for self-similar and self-affine networks [19]. All wadi
networks analyzed in the present work have steep preexisting slopes.
The measure of the irregularity of stream courses is also applied to
the same fifteen wadis to classify drainage networks. Figure 6a illustrates
the results for the same five wadis presented in the analysis of drainage
area increments. In Figure 6a, the plots seem to be approximately
horizontal for rectangular networks and tend to have negative slopes
for parallel networks.

Figure 4: Illustration of regions of preexisting surfaces for Wadi Siji in the UAE.
The average slope of preexisting surfaces is 8.44%. Dark gray shading indicates
the extent of a basin and black shading indicates the extent of the location of
preexisting surfaces.
Wadi name

Area threshold (m2 )

Preexisting slope (%) Network type

Khassab

2 × 103

11.89

Rectangular

Sal al a’la

6 × 103

12.68

Rectangular

Ghalilah

6 × 103

9.19

Rectangular

Bih

6 × 103

18.23

Rectangular

Asimah

2 × 103

6.83

Rectangular

Al Mawrid

3 × 103

15.26

Rectangular

Al Fara

4 × 103

8.60

Rectangular

Ham

3 × 103

11.99

Rectangular

Madhah trib. 1 5 × 103

14.99

Rectangular

Madhah trib. 2 3 × 103

15.30

Rectangular

Siji

4 × 103

8.44

Rectangular

Farfar

5 × 103

10.52

Rectangular

Hayl

5 × 103

12.23

Rectangular

Tayyibah

3 × 103

11.31

Parallel

Sanaa

3 × 103

8.47

Parallel

Figure 6b shows the estimates of the Hurst exponent using the
stream course irregularity against the associated preexisting slopes
for all fifteen wadis. The average estimate of the Hurst exponent is
1.03 (range: 0.91–1.21) for the thirteen wadis classified as rectangular
networks, and the average estimate of the Hurst exponent is 0.76 (range:
0.72–0.81) for the two wadis classified as parallel networks. It should be
noted that the average estimate of the stream course irregularity can be
used to identify the presence of rectangular networks, once drainage
networks are determined as self-similar. If the average value calculated
by the measure of the channel course irregularity is larger than 0.0175,
drainage networks are considered to be rectangular networks [16]. On

Table 2: The 15 wadis with the area thresholds to identify preexisting locations, the
average slope of preexisting surfaces, and drainage network types.

the corresponding Euclidean basin lengths. In Figure 5a, the average
drainage area increment is illustrated as a function of the Euclidean
length along with the regression lines for five wadis. These five wadis
are selected to represent both rectangular and parallel networks.
Rectangular networks seem to have approximately horizontal lines,
whereas parallel networks seem to have negative slopes.
Figure 5b illustrates the preexisting slopes of all fifteen wadis with
the associated Hurst exponents. The vertical dashed line represents the
threshold for the preexisting slope of 2.85% proposed by Jung et al.
[19] to assess whether the preexisting slope influences the development
of different drainage networks. The horizontal dashed line indicates a
threshold of the Hurst exponent of 0.91 to determine self-similar and
self-affine conditions in channel networks [16]. These thresholds can
be used to identify the drainage network types in this study region
since they can be considered as standard and are not dependent on
regional conditions. It is observed that the thirteen wadis classified
as rectangular networks (self-similar networks) are located above the
horizontal line with Hurst exponent values ranging between 0.91 and
1.33 and an average Hurst exponent of 1.02. The two wadis classified as
J Civil Environ Eng
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Figure 5: Figure (a) indicates the average value of the drainage area increment
∆AbL (L) / L2 as a function of the Euclidean basin length for 5 wadis, and the
dashed lines are regression ones fitted to the data. Figure (b) illustrates the
relationship between the Hurst Exponent and the preexisting slope for all 15
wadis, and the thresholds are used to classify different networks.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
In this study, fifteen wadis in the mountainous region of the
northeastern UAE and northern Oman are classified into different
drainage network types by using three measures derived from scaling
invariance. The slope of preexisting surfaces is also estimated to assess
conditions under which wadis occur.
Thirteen wadis are classified as rectangular networks and two wadis
are classified as parallel networks. Most wadis of the study area seem to
represent rectangular networks developed in regions with cliffs, joints
or faults. It was also found that rectangular networks in the UAE and
Oman are characterized by steeper preexisting slopes than the same
type of networks in other regions. The development of rectangular
networks may be affected by other features that depend on climatic and
other geologic conditions than the preexisting slopes. In the UAE and
Oman, earth movements caused by plate tectonics have an effect on
the formation of the mountains by characterizing the wadi networks
representing rectangular networks. Also, climate conditions affect the
development of the wadi networks featured by erosion and weathering
processes. In other regions, river networks representing rectangular
networks are developed in the system of cliffs or faults that produce
the fractures. On the other hand, the steep preexisting slopes for wadis

Figure 6: Figure (a) indicates the average value of the channel course
irregularity σ bL (L) / L as a function of the Euclidean basin length for 5 wadis,
and the dashed lines are regression ones fitted to the data. Figure (b) illustrates
the relationship between the Hurst Exponent and the preexisting slope for all
15 wadis, and the thresholds are used to distinguish between different network
types.

the order hand, river networks can be regarded as dendritic networks
when the average value of the stream course irregularity is smaller than
0.0175 [16]. The average estimate of the stream course irregularity for
the thirteen wadis representing rectangular networks is 0.0214 (range:
0.0176 – 0.0248). Most of the wadis examined in the UAE and Oman in
this study tend to represent rectangular networks.
The third measure is the tributary junction angle to determine the
channel network types of the fifteen wadis. Figure 7a illustrates the
regression lines of this measure as a function of the Euclidean length
for five wadis. In the figure, the regression lines produce horizontal
lines and positive slopes. If the lines produce positive slopes, the
average junction angles increase as tributary junctions move further
downstream.
The estimated slopes of the regression lines created by the tributary
junction angle measure as a function of the Euclidean length for the
fifteen wadis are presented with their associated preexisting slopes in
Figure 7b. The slopes of the regression lines formed by the tributary
junction angle measure for thirteen wadis classified as rectangular
networks range from 0.92 to 25.19 with an average of 11.24. The slopes
of the regression line based on the measure for the two wadis classified
as parallel networks are 7.39 and 11.91.
J Civil Environ Eng
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Figure 7: Figure (a) indicates the average value of the tributary junction angle
ψ bL ,bLt (L) as a function of the Euclidean basin length for 5 wadis, and the
dashed lines are regression ones fitted to the data. Figure (b) illustrates the
relationship between the slope of the regression line generated by the tributary
junction angle measure (slope of tributary junction angles) and the preexisting
slope for all 15 wadis, and the thresholds are used to identify river network types.
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classified as parallel networks seem to be consistent with the slopes of
parallel networks in other regions.
The analysis of wadis representing rectangular networks is therefore
required to identify conditions under which the network type develops
since the preexisting slopes of the rectangular networks in the arid and
semi-arid regions of the UAE and Oman are quite distinct from the
same network type in other regions. It is also significant to investigate
the conditions which influence the development of river networks in
arid and semi-arid regions because the analysis of these conditions
allows one to understand the hydrological processes that are involved
in these locations where renewable water resources are limited.
In future research, the classification of river networks with their
characteristics will be utilized in regional frequency analysis as new
physiographical features to improve the accuracy of the frequency
analysis procedures. Regional frequency analysis procedures are
commonly used for the design of irrigation and groundwater recharge
dams in arid and semi-arid regions. In the UAE alone, over 140 recharge
dams have been built and more are being developed. It is important
to develop regional procedures that are adapted to arid and semi-arid
regions. Nevertheless, very little effort has focused on the development
of regional frequency analysis procedures for such regions. The use of
drainage network types and features as physiographical characteristics
during the delineation step may lead to the identification of better
homogenous regions and the improvement of design quantile
estimation.
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